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a b s t r a c t 

The capture efficiency describes the capability of a sink, such as a grain boundary (GB), dislocation, and 

void, to absorb point defects (PDs). The bias defines the difference in capture efficiency between the ab- 

sorption of a vacancy and dumbbell at a sink. Complete kinetic information on PDs, including diffusion 

barriers and diffusion orientations, as well as accurate saddle points, are needed to determine the capture 

efficiency and bias at a sink accurately, which is computationally demanding. In the present study, the 

Self-Evolving Atomistic Kinetic Monte Carlo (SEAKMC) method was used to investigate the defect dynam- 

ics of PDs near different types of grain boundaries (GBs) (with both 〈 100 〉 and 〈 110 〉 families) accurately 

in body-centered cubic (BCC) iron (Fe). The capture efficiency, sink strength, and bias factor of different 

types of GBs were determined in Fe, which, different from traditional rate theory estimation, showed 

a distinct capture efficiency, sink strength, and bias in different GBs. The results demonstrate a strong 

positive correlation between the capture efficiency and the GB strain width, instead of the GB misorien- 

tation, GB energy, or GB-PD binding energy, which have been investigated previously. This work provides 

valuable insight into the radiation-induced microstructural evolution of GBs. 

© 2021 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Chinese Society for Metals. 
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. Introduction 

Grain boundaries (GBs) play a crucial role in the metallic ma- 

erial properties [1–6] . GBs in irradiated materials serve as effec- 

ive sinks for radiation-induced defects; hence, they influence the 

icrostructural evolution and materials performance [5–8] . Some 

anocrystalline materials, which have a high density of GBs, show 

mproved irradiation tolerance under irradiation conditions [ 9 , 10 ]. 

his has the potential for the development of advanced structural 

aterials highly resistant to irradiation. For example, Nita et al. 

howed that nanocrystalline Ni and Cu-0.5Al 2 O 3 exhibited resis- 

ance to 590 MeV proton radiation and 840 keV nickel ion irradia- 

ion damage by observing a smaller density of stacking faults tetra- 

edral to normal grained materials [11] . In particular, symmetric 

ilt GBs have been studied widely on radiation resistance in nano- 

B materials through simulation, including interactions between 
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he GB and point defects (as well as impurities, such as hydrogen 

nd helium) or defect clusters [ 1 , 2 , 12–14 ]. Bai et al. proposed an

nterstitial emission mechanism through a simulation of the �11 

ymmetric tilt GB of Cu, leading to the annihilation of vacancies 

nd interstitials for self-healing under irradiation [1] . Li et al., who 

xamined several types of symmetric W GBs, reported that the GB 

erves as a sink for both vacancies and dumbbells and as a catalyst 

or vacancy-interstitial recombination by lowering the annihilation 

arrier, and further mitigating radiation-induced damage [13] . Jin 

t al. employed �5 symmetric tilt GBs to obtain an annihilation 

echanism of defect clusters during irradiation, indicating a syner- 

istic effect of GBs at a small spacing to significantly decrease the 

efect cluster density, indicating a self-healing response to radia- 

ion damage [14] . However, the current knowledge of the effects of 

Bs during the irradiation process is insufficient to realize the un- 

recedented potentials of nanocrystalline materials, which require 

 fundamental understanding of the correlation between the GB 

haracteristics and the materials properties and performance. 

Several experimental and theoretical techniques have been em- 

loyed to study this correlation. El-Atwani et al. examined the ef- 

ects of iron (Fe) GB on the irradiation tolerance experimentally 

rom the relationship between the GB capture efficiency to irradi- 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmst.2021.02.046
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tion defects, the void-denuded zone formation, and GB geometric 

eatures [5] . Different GBs exhibited crucial distinct irradiation tol- 

rance under similar irradiation conditions, which is complicatedly 

ffected by the GB characters, such as the GB grain size, GB mis- 

rientation, and service temperature. Ample evidence exists for a 

tronger capture efficiency for high angle grain boundaries (HAGB) 

ompared to low-angle grain boundaries (LAGB) [15–17] . Moreover, 

everal studies also declared that the �3 GB (which is a HAGB) has 

 much higher irradiation tolerance according to experimental ob- 

ervations [ 18 , 19 ]. On the other hand, some specific LAGBs show a

igher or similar irradiation tolerance to some HAGBs [19] . This 

ontroversial observation suggests a complicated correlation be- 

ween GB misorientations and GB irradiation tolerance. Thus, sys- 

ematic studies performed under distinct conditions will be needed 

o generalize the correlation between the overall character of the 

B capture efficiency and the performance of nanocrystalline ma- 

erials. 

Theoretically, the ability of a GB to absorb a specific irradi- 

tion defect can be described by its capture efficiency and sink 

trength [20] . Early studies modeled the GB as an ideal sphere or 

lane model, and the GB capture efficiency was derived with sim- 

lifications. The sink strength in the proposed formula [21] is in- 

ersely proportional to the square of the grain size, continually re- 

ecting the information on the GB properties. Such a formula has 

een utilized widely to determine the sink strength [22–24] . On 

he other hand, the simplifications in the sink strength formula 

nduce an identical capture efficiency to different GB types. Us- 

ng a combination of accelerated molecular dynamics (AMD), adap- 

ive kinetic Monte Carlo (AKMC) and object kinetic Monte Carlo 

OKMC), Uberuaga et al. [6] reported a strong correlation between 

he capture efficiency and GB structure, which cannot be deter- 

ined simply by the grain size. To assess the distinct GB sink effi- 

iency, Vattré et al. [25] used an atomistic simulation to determine 

he sink strength determination by combining density functional 

heory (DFT) and OKMC in a nanoscale Cu-Ag interface. They used 

he developed semi-analytical method to calculate the interface 

tress field, and employed DFT to calculate the elastic dipole tensor 

or saddle point (SP) configurations for point defects (PDs) in Ag 

nd Cu, and then calculate the capture efficiency value through an 

KMC. However, the limitation of the linear elastic theory leads to 

 weakening exploration of the GB core effect because of the ob- 

ious configuration distortion, which has the most significant in- 

uence on the PD diffusion behavior. Another development in a 

apture efficiency determination is based on the standard rate the- 

ry (SRT) formula. Some groups attempted to determine the sink 

trength using a modified SRT formula to estimate the GB core ef- 

ect. Jiang et al. [24] combined DFT and developed a SRT formula to 

etermine the low-angle GB sink strength in Cu. Gu et al. [26] and 

iu et al. [27] made similar attempts. These computational studies 

acked accurate defect dynamics, which are essential for determin- 

ng the capture efficiencies and sink strength. The bias represents 

he excessive absorption of the self-interstitial atom (SIA) over the 

acancy at a sink, which can be calculated using the capture effi- 

iency for vacancies and SIAs. A larger bias indicates more absorp- 

ion of SIAs by sinks and an increasing accumulation of vacancies, 

hich is associated closely with void swelling and the deteriora- 

ion of the properties of materials. 

Previous models used to calculate the capture efficiency and 

ias without kinetic information were the least inaccurate for the 

ink-PD interaction at the atomic level, particularly at the core re- 

ion of the sink. Moreover, the absorption effect of vacancies was 

eglected, and the capture efficiency was set to 1.0 to simplify the 

odels [ 10 , 24 , 28 ]. This causes bias associated with only the cap-

ure efficiency of SIAs. The Self-Evolving Atomistic Kinetic Monte 

arlo (SEAKMC) is an atomistic on-the-fly method to acquire com- 

lete kinetic information of PD to a sink by calculating the actual 
170 
P energies [29–32] . Such a method is efficient and highly accurate 

or SP energy calculations. Using the kinetic information obtained 

rom SEAKMC as inputs, a kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulation 

ith realistic diffusion paths and absorption events could be per- 

ormed to determine the sink bias with much higher accuracy. 

This study evaluates the capture efficiency, sink strength, and 

ias factors of different types of GBs in the model BCC Fe using 

 recently-developed method (Haixuan Xu, unpublished work) that 

ncorporates defect dynamics to calculate the lifetime of PDs from 

MC simulations. To develop a comprehensive understanding, this 

tudy considered GBs with low and high misorientation angles and 

 wide range of GB energies. Specifically, the migration energy bar- 

iers of PDs near different types of GBs with both 〈 100 〉 and 〈 110 〉
amilies in BCC Fe were calculated using the SEAKMC approach. 

he GB sink strength is distinct among the different GB types and 

s strongly affected by the GB strain distributions, grain sizes, and 

emperatures, which are underestimated by the SRT theory. This 

s the first time report of the detailed GB sink strength and bias 

heoretically in Fe with a completed dynamics process, which will 

elp in the design of materials with irradiation tolerance. 

. Computational method 

.1. GB construction 

Different types of symmetric tilt GBs (STGBs) in BCC Fe were 

onstructed according to the coincidence-site lattice (CSL) theory 

 33 , 34 ] for the 〈 100 〉 and 〈 110 〉 families, including both low and

igh angle misorientations using the GB Studio software devel- 

ped by Ogawa [35] . These STGBs were chosen by the GB en- 

rgy results (Fig. S1), including GBs with the maximum and min- 

mum GB energies and GBs with similar GB energies but differ- 

nt GB misorientations. Each STGB model contained approximately 

0 0,0 0 0 atoms. The system was annealed using LAMMPS (Large- 

cale Atomic Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator) [36] with an 

PT integration under three-dimensional periodic boundary condi- 

ions. Ackland et al. [37] developed the interatomic potential for 

he Fe-Fe system applied in this study in 2004 (A04 potential), 

hich has been improved significantly and used widely in the last 

ecade. After annealing, the GB energy was reduced greatly be- 

ause of the significant GB structure variations. The present GB en- 

rgy after annealing exhibited similar trends to those previously 

alculated by Tschopp et al. [ 17 , 38 ] and Scheiber et al. [39] , from

ow to high misorientation angles in both the 〈 100 〉 and 〈 110 〉 fam-

ly STGBs, despite the different potentials employed. The complete 

arameter of the selected structures and the configurations of the 

TGB structural units in the 〈 100 〉 and 〈 110 〉 family can be found

n Table S1. 

.2. Spontaneous absorption radii 

In contrast to the classic model, in which it regards the ab- 

orption radius as a planar condition with a constant both for 

acancies and SIA [ 21 , 40 , 41 ], the difference in absorption events

or vacancy and dumbbell were distinguished. Molecular dynamics 

MD) were used to determine the spontaneous absorption radii of 

Ds for different constructed GBs (Fig. S2). In an NVT integration, 

he initial temperature was set to 300 K for the PD (dumbbell or 

acancy)-containing system as an external force. The system was 

ept running at the same temperature for picoseconds to ensure 

he elapsed time was smaller than the typical diffusion time step 

f a PD diffusion, and then finished with a full relaxation at 0 K to

etermine if the dumbbell or vacancy can be absorbed by the GB. 

his determines the spontaneous absorption radii of the respec- 

ive PDs. Vacancies and dumbbells were shown to have an entirely 

ifferent absorption radius in the same GB system with different 
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hapes. Generally, the spontaneous absorption radii of dumbbells 

re two times larger than vacancies. The spontaneous absorption 

adii are dominated mainly by the strain field and configuration of 

he GB. 

.3. SEAKMC method 

The SEAKMC method was introduced with an improved algo- 

ithm and efficiency to calculate the actual SP energies of PDs sys- 

ematically as a function of the position at different GBs. SEAKMC 

s an effective method to acquire SP information at the sink region. 

he main features are the use of the dimer method [42] and the 

ctive volume concept [32] . The dimer method is part of a classic 

inimum mode SP searching method that makes the SEAKMC ca- 

able of handling a much larger system size and more complicated 

efects because this method reduces computational resources sig- 

ificantly without a direct calculation of the Hessian matrix. Using 

he dimer method, an initial random displacement was made for 

elaxation. Hence, the system is moved into an SP configuration by 

ubstantially following the minimum mode [30] . 

The active volume is introduced around a particular PD of in- 

erest at the sink. Only within the region of the active volume can 

he atoms be displaced during the SP search. In particular, all the 

toms were fixed with no displacement beyond the active volume 

n the simulation process. The selected atoms within the active 

olume could move freely as a comparison, making the SP search 

uch more effective. On the other hand, the specific active volume 

or different PDs will be quite different. For example, a vacancy 

xhibits an active volume radius of 2.7 times the lattice constant, 

hile the dumbbell exhibits an active volume radius of 5.5 times 

f lattice constant in Fe. 

.4. KMC method 

The SEAKMC results provide realistic diffusion paths with a dif- 

usion direction and a barrier for the KMC simulation. In the KMC 

imulation, P α is the reciprocal of the sum of the possibility of all 

 diffusion events introduced by Bortz et al. [43] , which is given 

y 

 α = 

( 

N ∑ 

i =1 

ν∗
i exp 

(−E a,i 

k B T 

)) −1 

, (1) 

here ν∗
i 

exp( 
−E a,i 

k B T 
) is the Arrhenius rate of occurrence of a diffu- 

ion event, i is the identifier number of SPs, ν∗
i 

is the vibrational 

requency that set to 10 12 s −1 , E a,i is the energy barrier of event i , 

 B is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature in Kelvin. 

he energy barrier of the PDs ( E a,i ) in Eq. (1) was obtained using

he previous SEAKMC method. 

A random number, 0 ≤ μ ≤ 1, was taken to select one diffusion 

vent from the catalog, and the time step taken by the evolution 

f the selected diffusion event is given by 

t = − ln ( μ) τ. (2) 

The KMC evolution trajectories can be obtained from the initial 

onfiguration after the full energy landscape was mapped. 

One PD in each atomistic coordination from the GB plane was 

et to the bulk area, and the lifetime was then calculated. The life- 

ime τGB for a “real walk” is defined as the elapsed time for a spe- 

ific PD in completing one absorption event. The absorption event 

as simulated by the KMC method from the input given by the 

EAKMC, including the identified diffusion barriers and directions, 

hich provide complete diffusion paths. As a comparison, the life- 

ime τ r 
GB for a “random walk” employs the diffusion barrier value 

t the bulk for each position, and the diffusion paths are unified 
171 
ith “real walk”. One trajectory is defined as one complete diffu- 

ion event. 

. Results 

.1. Diffusion barrier and orientation 

The migration energy barriers (MEBs) were determined using 

he SEAKMC method, which was verified by the Nudged Elastic 

and (NEB) method (see Fig. S3). The �25(034) GB was used as an 

xample. Fig. 1 shows the local atomistic configuration of the GB 

ogether with the corresponding MEBs at each lattice point, which 

s expressed as a vector from the initial to the SP configurations. 

 dumbbell has six symmetrically equivalent 〈 110 〉 orientations in 

CC Fe, and each orientation possesses 12 SPs [29] . Among these, 

ight SPs are associated with a migration mechanism, and four SPs 

re related to the dumbbell rotation (Fig. S4). Fig. 1 a shows the 

EBs as a function of the distance to the GB. A significant varia- 

ion was found when a dumbbell was close to the GB; the MEBs 

onverge to the bulk value when the dumbbell-GB distance is large 

nough for both diffusion and rotation. In particular, the diffusion 

arrier converges to ~0.31 eV, while the rotation barrier converges 

o ~0.41 eV, which is consistent with the bulk values [44] . 

Diffusion vectors represent possible diffusion directions, and 

he magnitude corresponds to the MEB values. Fig. 1 b and c 

resent the three-dimensional and two-dimensional diffusion vec- 

or distribution, respectively, with the vectors for migration shown 

ere only. For each specific GB system, the influence range (i.e., 

he distance between the GB plane and the position where MEBs 

overage) for a dumbbell is greater than 30 Å. In comparison, a 

acancy has eight equivalent 〈 111 〉 SPs. From the converged barrier 

istribution, the GB influence range of the �25(034) GB for a va- 

ancy was estimated to be 25 Å, which slightly smaller than that of 

 dumbbell. For the diffusion vector distribution, each vacancy has 

our pairs of SPs along the 〈 111 〉 direction. Each pair has the same

arrier value in the bulk but different orientations ( Fig. 1 e). On the

ther hand, only four vectors are shown with the two-dimensional 

emonstration because the other four vectors are covered in the 

100] direction ( Fig. 1 f). Importantly, the presence of a GB results 

n significant diffusion anisotropy for both the dumbbell and va- 

ancy. Such strong anisotropy originates from the variations of the 

tomistic configuration and the strain field induced by the GB. The 

iffusion direction with the local minimum barrier dominates the 

ost likely absorption to the GB, which is significantly anisotropic 

mong the different GB types. 

.2. Capture efficiency 

The capture efficiency is determined using the lifetime of a PD 

sing the obtained MEBs. The KMC simulation provides the life- 

ime for a selected PD from a given starting position to the spon- 

aneous absorption region with a complete diffusion process. The 

apture efficiency of a GB ( Z GB ) is a measure of the absorption of a

pecific PD by the GB because of the PD-GB interaction, which can 

e defined as 

 GB = 

J GB 

J r 
GB 

, (3) 

here J GB and J r 
GB 

are the diffusion flux going into the GB with the 

ondition of a real walk and random walk, respectively, in the unit 

f mol/m 

3 s. The diffusion flux J GB is given by 

 GB = 

1 

τGB 

C, (4) 

here C is the PD concentration. With the insertion of Eq. (4) into 

q. (3) , the capture efficiency can be expressed as a ratio of the 
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Fig. 1. Kinetic information of the �25(034) GB. Diffusion barrier distribution, three-dimensional diffusion vector distribution and two-dimensional diffusion vector distri- 

bution for 〈 110 〉 dumbbell (a–c) and vacancy (d-f), respectively. The color bars in b, c, e, and f represent the diffusion barrier value, and the arrows represent diffusion 

orientations. The yellow region in b and e shows the GB plane. The solid black spheres in b and e, and empty squares close to the GB in c and f represent the atomic 

absorption positions (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.). 
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ifetime (for the GB absorption time, see Fig. S6) of a “random 

alk” to that of a “real walk”, i.e., 

 GB = 

τ r 
GB 

τGB 

. (5) 

With the �25(034) GB as an example, Fig. 2 shows the lifetime 

f dumbbell ( Fig. 2 a) and vacancy ( Fig. 2 b) as a function of the

D-GB distance in the case of a “real walk”. The lifetime decreased 

ith a dumbbell or a vacancy closer to the GB, with an implication 
172 
f strong GB effects on the PDs diffusion. Aided by the SEAKMC 

ethod, a clear difference in the lifetime could be observed even 

or the same distance to the GB. The calculated capture efficiency 

s shown for both the dumbbell ( Fig. 2 c) and vacancy ( Fig. 2 d) at

ifferent tem peratures and grain sizes. The definition of GB grain 

ize is the distance between two adjacent GB planes. Obviously, 

he capture efficiency has a strong dependence on temperature and 

rain size. For both a vacancy and a dumbbell, the capture effi- 
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Fig. 2. Lifetime and capture efficiency. The dumbbell and vacancy case in �25(034) GB is illustrated as an example. (a,b) shows the lifetime for the 10 nm grain size at 

300 K by the KMC simulations. The colored points represent the distance from different PDs to the GB plane. (c,d) shows capture efficiency as a function of temperature and 

grain size. 
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A

iency decreased with increasing temperature or grain size. For ex- 

mple, the capture efficiency of a vacancy at 300 K was 1.106 for 

 grain size of 20 nm, which decreased to 1.025 when the grain 

ize was 80 nm. In the dumbbell case, at a grain size of 20 nm,

he capture efficiency was 1.161 at 300 K, which decreased to 1.113 

t 600 K. The capture efficiency will approach 1 when either the 

emperature or grain size is sufficiently high/large because τ r 
GB 

is 

he same as τGB under these conditions. 

Previous studies generally employ a geometric model of GB and 

mpirical formula to determine the capture efficiency [ 21 , 40 , 41 ].

ence, they could not provide information on how the GB type or 

B structure affects the capture efficiency of defects. For example, 

schopp et al. attempted to estimate the Fe GB capture efficiency 

rom a view of PD formation energies. They observed a correla- 

ion between the capture efficiency and GB misorientation, includ- 

ng both HAGBs and LAGBs [17] . On the other hand, O. EL-Atwani 

t al. estimated the Fe GB capture efficiency from a view of de- 

uded zone formation but did not observe any dependence of the 

enuded zone formation on the grain size and GB misorientation 

or HAGBs [5] . Thus, the determination of the capture efficiency 

nd the correlation with the GB misorientation and grain size is 

ebated. 

The absorption radius plays a crucial role in calculating the cap- 

ure efficiency. The empty squares close to the GB in Fig. 1 repre- 

ent the atomic positions for the absorption, the range that indi- 

ates the spontaneous absorption radii. Here, the differences in the 

bsorption events were distinguished depending on the geometric 

onfiguration. In comparison, a GB is considered simply as an ideal 

lanar or spherical sink in the classical SRT model. Thus, the ab- 
173 
orption radius is typically set as a constant previously, generally a 

pecific multiple of the lattice constant. This may lead to inaccu- 

ate and sometimes aberrant results. The distinct spontaneous ab- 

orption radii for PDs contribute to the bias calculation in a novel 

ath, which can solve the anisotropic diffusion barrier distribu- 

ion in the sink core region. T he specific PD positions on the edge 

f the spontaneous absorption radii (the �41(091) GB was taken 

s an example, as shown in Fig. S3) had highly anisotropic diffu- 

ion orientations and extremely high or low diffusion barriers (also 

hown in Fig. S5), which strongly affect the PD absorption path 

ver the entire system and finally influence the bias considerably. 

he empty squares close to the GB in Fig. 1 represent the atomic 

bsorption positions, the range of which indicates the spontaneous 

bsorption radii. 

A strong correlation was observed between the GB spontaneous 

bsorption radii, GB-PD binding energies distribution (for �41(091) 

B see Fig. S7), and GB strain distribution. A comparison of the dif- 

erent planar absorption conditions with distinct constant values 

nd spontaneous absorption radii revealed different capture effi- 

iencies, even involving positive and negative values, as shown in 

ig. S8. Obviously, dumbbells ( Fig. 1 c) and vacancies ( Fig. 1 f) have

 different absorption radius in the same GB system. Generally, the 

pontaneous absorption radii of dumbbells are two times larger 

han vacancies and exhibited a different shape. 

Here, the dependence of the capture efficiency (sink strength 

nd bias) on the GB types with the input of defect dynamics was 

etermined, as shown in Fig. 3 (and in Fig. S9). Various types of GB 

ave different capture efficiency due to the different GB characters. 

t a specific temperature, the variation of the capture efficiency 
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Fig. 3. Relationship between strain width and capture efficiency. Both 〈 100 〉 and 〈 110 〉 GBs are introduced to show the capture efficiency of 30 nm systems at 300 K. (a1–a6) 

represent the 〈 110 〉 family GBs and (b1–b8) represent the 〈 100 〉 family GBs. The 14 insertions show the strain field at the GB plane for the different GB types. The color bar 

shows the strain value distribution from −5 × 10 −5 to 5 × 10 −5 . The arrow with the gradient shows a positive correlation between the width of the strain region and the 

capture efficiency. 
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or different GB types correlates with the strain field width of 

he GBs. 

For the 〈 100 〉 and 〈 110 〉 GBs in 30 nm at 300 K, the capture

fficiency of a dumbbell is larger than that of a vacancy for the 

ame GB type. The �29(052) GB had the largest capture efficiency 

mong the GB types selected, whereas the �5(031) GB had the 

owest capture efficiency. The inset in Fig. 3 presents the strain 

eld; the strain width was defined as the length of the strain 

eld along the vertical direction to the GB plane, as a value over 

 × 10 −5 or less than −5 × 10 −5 . Each GB type has a unique strain 

idth that is affected by the anisotropic configuration distribution. 

or all GB types selected, the capture efficiency exhibited a good 

ositive correlation with the strain width, i.e., the GB type with a 

arge strain width generally possesses a high capture efficiency. On 

he other hand, a low correlation was observed between the cap- 

ure efficiency and GB misorientation angle, as shown in Fig. 3 . 

Considering the operating temperature in the actual nuclear 

eactor, detailed information of capture efficiency of dumbbells 

 Fig. 4 a) and vacancies ( Fig. 4 b) were obtained as a function of

he grain size at a temperature of 600 K for different types of GBs 

o determine the corresponding sink strength. At 600 K, different 

ypes of GBs showed a similar trend of a decrease in capture effi- 

iency with increasing grain size, which approached 1 with a suf- 

ciently large grain size. At a certain grain size, the capture effi- 

iency of different types of GBs showed an obvious difference for 

oth the dumbbell and vacancy, and such difference is enhanced 

ith decreasing grain size. This indicates a crucial role of the GB 

ypes on the capture efficiency, which is entirely different from the 

pproximation in previous studies. 

S

174 
.3. Sink strength 

We define the sink strength as 

 

2 = 

η Z GB 

L 2 
, (6) 

here η is a geometric factor that depends on the simulation setup 

nd L represents the grain size. For a slab configuration, η = 12; 

nd for a spherical GB, η = 15, which are based on previous mod- 

ls [ 21 , 41 ]. 

Fig. 4 c and d show the sink strength of different GBs for a 

umbbell and a vacancy, respectively. The sink strength decreases 

harply when the grain size increases and gradually approaches 

ero. More importantly, the sink strength of both the dumbbell 

nd vacancy depends on the GB types, particularly at the range of 

maller grain size ~10–40 nm. Because L 2 is orders of magnitude 

arger than Z GB , the difference in sink strength from the different 

Bs is not as prominent. However, the absolute value of such dif- 

erence is still not negligible. For example, at a grain size of 20 nm 

or the dumbbell case, the maximum sink strength was 0.036 for 

29(052) while the minimum was 0.032 for �5(031) with a large 

ifference of 0.004. 

Compare the present sink strength results with those from the 

ormulations under the planar GB assumption, as shown in Fig. 4 . 

he present sink strength is higher than the SRT ideal model but 

ower than Jiang’s model. Although all sink strength curves showed 

 similar trend and converged to zero with increasing grain size, a 

ignificant difference existed between the sink strength from the 

resent method and the previous calculations. In the traditional 

RT study, only the ‘random walk’ was counted in the sink strength 
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Fig. 4. Capture efficiency and sink strength in 600 K. (a) and (b) show the relationship between the grain size and capture efficiency for both dumbbells and vacancies, 

including different 〈 100 〉 and 〈 110 〉 GBs. (c) and (d) shows the relationship between L −2 (L is the grain size of GB) and sink strength for both dumbbell and vacancy, 

including different 〈 100 〉 and 〈 110 〉 GBs. The dashed lines represent the relationship between L and sink strength in the classic SRT model and modified model. 
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stimation without coupling the GB effects. This makes the cap- 

ure efficiency in Eq. (5) equals 1, leading to lower sink strengths. 

o consider the GB effects thoroughly by distinguishing a ‘random 

alk’ from a ‘real walk’ to obtain the correct capture efficiency 

 > 1) in the present calculation, the sink strength, which depends 

n the GB types, is generally higher and becomes identical to the 

lassical estimation from Eq. (6) at larger grain sizes, as shown in 

ig. 4 . 

The present results were compared qualitatively with the sink 

trength model modified by Jiang et al. [24] , despite being for low- 

ngle GBs in face center cubic metals. ( Fig. 4 ). To simply set the

ffective width as an average value of the strain region width (i.e., 

1.5 nm), the sink strength from this modified model was higher 

han the values obtained in the present study. This reflects the low 

ccuracy of the previous models without considering the GB struc- 

ure and detailed kinetic information, which cannot distinguish the 

istinct sink strength among the different GB types. 

.4. Bias factors 

The bias of GB, B GB , is defined as 

 GB = 

Z i GB − Z v GB 

Z v 
GB 

, (7) 

here Z i 
GB 

and Z v 
GB 

is the capture efficiency of vacancies and inter- 

titial atoms with the presence of GBs, respectively. 

Fig. 5 a presents the GB bias of both the 〈 100 〉 and 〈 110 〉 fam-

ly as a function of the grain size at 600 K. The differences in the

ias factors of the different GBs can be seen. The figure also shows 

he grain size dependence of bias for one certain GB. A smaller 
175 
rain size induces greater bias, and the bias decreases drastically 

or large grains of 120 nm. With a sufficiently large grain size, the 

ias approaches zero because the capture efficiencies of both the 

umbbell and vacancy are equal to one. Fig. 5 b presents the dra- 

atic differences in the bias factors of GBs, which show the bias 

alues of different GBs at 30 nm and 600 K. For the 14 types of

Bs investigated in the present study, the maximum bias occurred 

or the �33(118) GB with a value of 0.058, which is more than 

hree times higher than the minimum value, which occurs for the 

5(031) GB with a value of 0.018. 

The bias was strongly affected by the temperature. Taking the 

25(034) GB as an example, this study illustrated how the bias 

aried with temperature and grain size, as shown in the inset in 

ig. 5 a. For example, for a smaller grain size of 20 nm, the bias

t 300 K was 0.050, which decreased to 0.039 at 600 K. On the 

ther hand, for a larger grain size of 80 nm, the bias at 300 K was

.014, which decreases to 0.0 07 at 60 0 K. The temperature increase 

nduced a decrease in bias simply because the capture efficiencies 

f the dumbbells and vacancies converge. 

. Discussion 

.1. GB character 

Many experimental studies claim that the GB misorientation 

as a strong influence on the sink strength, suggesting that the 

AGBs generally have a stronger bias than random GBs. Tschopp 

t al. examined the interaction between the PD and various GBs in 

e from an energy perspective [17] . LAGBs generally have a lower 

B energy and lower PD-GB binding energy, suggesting better sta- 
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Fig. 5. (a) relationship between bias and grain size for both 〈 100 〉 and 〈 110 〉 GBs at 300 K. The inset in (a) represents the relationship between bias, temperature, and grain 

size for �25(034). (b) shows the bias for different GB types, 30 nm in grain size at 600 K. 
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ility. However, these studies cannot explain the correlation be- 

ween GB sink strength and GB misorientation thoroughly because 

ome HAGBs (such as �3 and �5 GBs) also exhibit lower sink 

trengths. Tschopp also introduced another factor to examine the 

B sink strength, i.e., the mean PD formation energy, which de- 

reases with increasing GB energy. On the other hand, a low cor- 

elation was observed between the GB energies and the GB sink 

trength. Nevertheless, the GB excess free volume (BFV) is an es- 

ential factor in performing a GB plane mismatch, and there is a 

inear correlation between the GB energy and BFV [45] . The cap- 

ure efficiency (also bias) showed a weak correlation with the GB 

nergy, suggesting that the capture efficiency also has a weak cor- 

elation with the BFV of the GB. 

The present work revealed a weak dependence of the GB sink 

trength on GB misorientation, PD formation energy, GB energy, 

nd GB free volume. Indeed, despite the GB misorientation reflect- 

ng the complexity of a GB structure that is associated with the 

train region, it was difficult to define the sink strength. Hence, 

 strong correlation exists between the strain width and the sink 

trength of the GBs ( Fig. 3 ). The GB strain width is a dominant fac-

or determining the sink strength, which is different from previous 

tudies. 

.2. Correlation to experimental observations 

Many groups have examined the GB performance in nanoscale 

rradiation tolerance materials experimentally. The relevant results 

evealed different sink strengths among the different GB types 

 5 , 6 ]. The long-term irradiation tolerance of different kinds of met- 

ls was estimated by various parameters, including PD clustering, 

hermal stability, and radiation-induced segregation (RIS). Although 

here are few direct comparisons, some correlations can still be 

ound between the experimental observations and the present re- 

ults. 

The sink strength is one of the most typical parameters to mea- 

ure the irradiation tolerance. The GB sink strength is often esti- 

ated experimentally through the formation of a denuded zone, 

hich is a defect-free zone in the vicinity of the GB [19] . The de-

uded width was proportional to the GB sink strength, and a large 

xperimentally observed denuded width generally corresponds to 

 high GB sink strength [ 5 , 19 , 46 ]. An excellent investigation by El-

twani et al. f ocused on the correlation between the denuded zone 

nd GB characteristics on Fe thin films, and the �3 GB was shown 

o have the lowest denuded zone formation energy among the GBs 
176 
nalyzed [5] . This agrees well with the present results that the �3 

B possesses a low sink strength ( Figs. 3 and 4 ). From this view,

he denuded zone barely forms near the �3 GB, i.e., the �3 GB ex- 

ibits a weak sink strength for PD absorption. On the other hand, 

he �3 GB exhibits a lower bias value ( Fig. 5 ), indicating an inef-

cient effect for void swelling, which suggests that the type of �3 

B plays a role in enhancing the irradiation tolerance of materials. 

his is consistent with various experimental observations for BCC 

nd face-centered cubic (FCC) materials [ 18 , 19 , 47 ]. 

. Conclusions 

This study simulated the capture efficiency and bias of 〈 100 〉 
nd 〈 110 〉 GBs in BCC Fe, in which the capture efficiency and bias

xplicitly demonstrated a strong dependence on the GB geometric 

tructure (GB types) in addition to the grain size and temperature. 

ith the self-developed SEAKMC method, this study could deter- 

ine accurately for the first time the complete kinetic information 

f the diffusion barrier and orientation as well as the accurate SP 

istribution of different GBs in Fe. Using the complete kinetic in- 

ormation and spontaneous absorption radii of the respective GB as 

nput parameters, the calculated capture efficiency, sink strength, 

nd bias were significantly different from previous models. Differ- 

nt types of GBs had a distinct sink strength, and for a certain GB, 

he capture efficiency and sink strength decreased drastically with 

ncreasing temperature. Interestingly, the present dynamic simula- 

ion shows that the GB sink strength had a weak dependence on 

he GB misorientation, GB energy, PD-GB binding energy, or PD for- 

ation energy. Instead, a strong positive correlation was observed 

etween the sink strength and the width of the GB strain region. 

his is the first study to determine the detailed GB capture effi- 

iency, sink strength, and bias theoretically in Fe using a completed 

ynamics process, which will be quite helpful in the design of ir- 

adiation tolerance materials. 
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